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This class is on writing scenarios for improvised comedies based on early commedia scenarios, but remaining accessible
to the modern audience. It is very much based on the scenario writing section of the Compleat Anachronist #173,
Characters and Scenarios or Early Commedia dell’Arte, which is available in full at my website:
https://lucetadicosimo.com/2016/06/25/compleat-anachronist-172-characters-and-scenarios-of-early-commedia-dellarte/
It is important to realize that there were no commedia plays per se, before the 1600s, the performances consisted of
rehearsed improvisations, based on a scenario. A scenario was a scene-by-scene description of what had to happen in
the play. It included very basic stage directions, listed the characters involved, and occasionally mentioned the lazzi, or
the comedic elements, which could be played out in the scene.
In a basic commedia scenario, there is an initial conflict between the older generation and the younger generation about
the choice of a marital partner. Through machinations of the old and the young, carried out by their servants, the
conflict is eliminated, predominantly through the actions of the servants. Additional complications occur through the
middle of the plot, but all is eventually settled, and ends happily, and the young people get married.
The scenario, unlike the scripts in traditional scripted plays, does not dictate or define the performance – it acts as a
literary mechanism to facilitate oral performance.i Commedia scenarios serve to outline basic actions that have to occur
in order to bring the plot to its conclusion, and they act as a reminder for actors of what has to be accomplished in each
scene and provides structure to the performance.ii
So the function of a good scenario is to provide a solid structure/plot, not too convoluted, easily remembered, and
logical within the parameters of the genre, well defined to contain the improvisation direction, and at the same time,
flexible enough so the actors can populate it with comedic elements. A good scenario will be flexible, stretchable, and
potentially funny. The collection of scenarios most easily accessible to us is the 1611 collection of 100 scenarios by
Flaminio Scala. So let’s see what he did:
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These are two pages from the 1611 edition of Scala’s scenario collection, day 20, Li Duo Fidi Notari Comedia.iii
As you can see, Scala’s scenarios start with an argomento, a quick summary of what has happened prior to the start of
the play, or rehashing (prehashing?) the plot of the play itself. It is separate from the Prologue, and his is the only
scenario collection to include it.iv The argomentos are inconsistent, and vary in usefulness of the information they
provide from scenario to scenario. The other surviving scenario collections do not employ the argomento. It was used in
the earliest commedia erudita plays, but fell out of use by the time that Scala’s book was published. The scholars still
argue whether the argomento was a standard practice in early commedia or Scala’s own invention. So, it is entirely up
to you whether you want to include it or not.
Scala’s scenarios are written in three acts (as opposed to five in commedia erudita), and each act can be functionally
divided into scenes marked by the entrance of a new character on the left hand margin. The number of scenes is pretty
high – for example, Flavio’s Fortune three acts contain 16, 18, and 17 scenes.v In period, the performance would take
several hours, and there would be intermedi between the acts, which may be musical numbers, dances, allegories, or
actual mini performances. In high-end companies, the intermedi would be accompanied by the state of the art special
effects.vi In my experience, the longest performances of commedia within the SCA occur at Pennsic and usually last
between 60 and 90 minutes. Some troupes do divide it into acts, with short intermedi, and some condense the play into
one act. Modern troupes are not obligated to continue with the period three-act structure, but it helps to roughly divide
the scenario into three parts. The introductions and initial set of romantic complications will happen in the first part, the
lovers will try to counteract them, and potentially encounter the second set of complications in the second part, and
everything is happily resolved in the third. Usually, the ending of the third part is a big wedding scene with all the
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characters present, which helps to sort through the plots lines, reveal disguises and mistaken identities, and introduce
long lost family members.
Characters: The traditional period troupes make up was as follows: two pairs of lovers, two old men, two male
servants, one female servant, plus additional characters, such as Capitano, and some more servants; the average cast in
Scala’s scenarios is eleven.vii
Li duo fidi notari has ten characters, pretty close to average. Scala lists them organized into houses. Some characters
will remain houseless – these are your outsiders, marginal or liminal characters (Capitano, occasional lovers, gypsies,
pirates, travelling charlatans, magicians, etc.). They will be listed separately, on their own lines. The old men (vecchi)
are the heads of the households, and if there is Pantalone present in the scenario, he and his household are listed first.viii
Pantalone
Flaminia, his daughter,
Arlecchino, his servant
Oratio
Flavio, his friend
Doctor Graziano
Isabella, his daughter
Franceschina, his servant
Pedrolino, his servant
Captain Spavento
Simply organizing the characters helps to define the basic plot - the main theme of commedia is the conflict between the
vecchi and the lovers; the lovers oppose the marriages arranged by the vecchi and try to marry their own love interests.
Therefore, in this case, at the end of the plot, Isabella will end up with Oratio, and Flavio with Flaminia. They main
plot will revolve around these four. The lovers will engage the servants’ help to foil the plans of the vecchi. Captain
Spavento will be a romantic rival.
Properties: The props (robbe per la comedia), are listed in the right-hand column on the first page, opposite the
dramatis personae list.ix
Location: The default location is “somewhere is Italy”. Scala designates a chosen city (such as Bologna Citta) at the top
of the page, prior to the first scene. Based on the layout of the 1611 edition, it looks like it was a last minute addition, as
there was no proper space left for it in the layout.x The choice of city is arbitrary as the stage sets did not change based
on location, so unless you’re planning some location specific lazzi, the exact location is optional.
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Character Relationships: At this point, we need to establish basic relationships between characters. As a basic rule,
commedia is very ageist – characters from different generations will not end up together, and classist – characters from
different social classes will not end up together (although casual dalliances may occur). Marital mixing of ages and
classes is socially inappropriate, but mistaken identities and the improper behavior of the characters trying to break
these rules will drive the plot. Those who try to break these rules will be punished. Usually, nobody gets born, nobody
dies, and there is no overt breaking of the social taboos of the time (such as incest, cannibalism, homosexuality),
although the plot may come close.xi
It helps to draw out a basic love interest diagram. Tim Fitzpatrick’s method will be used here: solid vertical lines are for
the familial relationships, solid double-headed arrows are for the pairings that will occur at the end (twue wove), and the
dotted arrows are the romantic complications which drive the plot and get resolved to achieve the happy ending.xii

The Diagram #1 depicts the character relationships of Li duo fidi notari, the day 20 Scala scenario, very loosely based
on the diagram from Tim Fitzpatrick’s book (Diagram #1).xiii The diagram helps understand not only the relationships,
but also the social order. The old men are listed at the top, as they are on the top of the pecking order. Directly below
are their households, which consist of Flaminia and Arlecchino for Pantalone, and Isabella, Franceschina, and
Pedrolino for Dottore Graziano. In this case, the male lovers are not a part of the old men’s households, and thus are
listed in the middle. The male and female lovers are socially below the old men, but are equal with each other, and so
are listed at approximately the same level. Capitano also does not belong to a household, and his standing is (usually,
but not always) below the lovers. The servants are at the very bottom of the diagram, in their appropriate household
columns. If Arlecchino were Capitano’s servant, he would be listed in the middle column, below Capitano.
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Just looking at the diagram, even without reading the scenario, you can see that Flaminia is Pantalone’s daughter, and
Isabella Graziano’s. Flaminia will end up with Flavio, and Isabella with Oratio. Graziano likes Flaminia, and
Pantalone is trying to arrange her marriage to his old friend. Capitano also likes Flaminia, but will get nowhere. Flavio
also likes Isabella, but will end up with Flaminia. Isabella also has a one-sided attraction to Capitano. Arlecchino and
Franceschina like each other, and will get together in the end without any romantic complications. Pedrolino does not
have a love interest in this scenario, and neither does Pantalone. This is a great deal of romantic complications, but, as
the scenario calls for “a great many lanterns”, the one-sided romantic complications are a result of mistaken identities in
the dark.xiv
A quick an easy way to start is to take a piece of paper and fold in in three, unfold, and fold in three in other direction –
this will give you a rough 3x3 nine cell grid to start plotting your scenario relationships. If you have four houses, just
fold the paper accordingly.
Character management:
The easiest way to keep the improvisation flowing would be a dialogue between two people – improvised monologues
will tend to wander or become repetitive, and three or more interacting improvising characters on stage can be chaotic
and uncontrollable. Therefore, the goal of a scenario author is to reduce all actions into a series of dialogues, or reduce
the action on stage to only two interacting parties. This is exactly was Scala did. On average, out of 11 characters cast,
the number of characters per scene is three, (two and a half if the large end marriage scenes where practically the whole
cast was present are excluded.xv) How did he do it? There are several mechanisms:xvi
Character groupings: If several characters perform the action of one, they can be treated as one character. For example,
if you have a gypsy fortune-teller, or two, or three, or a band of gypsies on stage, they function as one character and are
treated as such throughout the plot . Another way to group characters is to bundle them as a unit for the duration of the
scene: if Pantalone is talking to Orazio and Isabella, instead of a three-way conversation, structure it as a dialogue
between Pantalone and his children, or Orazio and the servants, etc. You can also group characters by function: if there
are two characters fighting (Arlecchino and Pedrolino) and a third (Burattino) is trying to break them up, instead of a
three-way fight, you can have a fighting group and a non- fighting group. These groupings are very fluid and flexible –
one could absolutely shift the sides and allegiances, making the fighters gang up on the peacemaker.
Another mechanism is to assign a character to a secondary role. In commedia, which is a very democratic process and
this reduction in role shouldn’t be for the duration of the play. However, during one scene it is perfectly acceptable. For
example, after Arlecchino and Pedrolino from the previous paragraph gang up on poor Burattino and beat him
senseless, they can continue their dialogue on stage, over the body of passed out Burattino, who at this point is no more
than furniture.
Another example would be to disregard a servant in the company of his master, and treat him just as the master’s
accessory, or as a stage audience. This is a great way to bring out a servant on stage who is not necessary at this given
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moment, but whose presence will be required by the plot in the next scene. This could be done very unobtrusively, or,
played up for the comic effect – the third character is doing all kinds of crazy things, but still gets ignored. For
example, the servant is ignored by his master during the love scenes between the lovers. In this case, you can ignore the
servant, who can literally take a nap at this point with no detriment to the plot, or you can make a servant interact with
the audience (gagging, making smooching faces, etc.) and thus have two parallel interactions. The fourth wall in early
commedia was pretty permeable or non-existent, so this would be perfectly acceptable.xvii When engaging a modern,
non-SCA audience unfamiliar with the genre (who does not expect to interact with the characters), you can prepare
them for character interaction by making one of the characters address the audience during the argomento or the
prologue.
Another mechanism to group people on stage is to engage them in a preset, well-defined activity – carrying things,
drinking wine from a bottle, or perform a lazzo. It’s a great way to occupy two or more servants while their masters are
busy (Pantalone chiding Orazio, or Orazio monologuing about his doomed love, etc.)
Exits: If there still too many people on stage to interact effectively, the simplest way to reduce the number of characters
is to remove them: while the character entrances have to be somehow motivated by the plot, the exits are more free and
unmotivated.xviii After Pantalone from the previous paragraph finishes chiding his son, he makes a dramatic exit to start
the preparations for the arranged wedding. Orazio will then storm off stage in defiance of his father, his servant will
follow, the second servant will follow the first because the first still has the unfinished bottle of wine, and the third will
exit because everybody else is doing it. Now the stage is empty and ready for the next scene. In some scenarios (Scala’s
days 3, 7, 18, 21, 25, 32, and 34), characters literally get picked up and carried off stage.xix
Stage division: The traditional stage set in commedia was pretty set and invariable. The set was a basic street with
perspective. The action happened in the street, usually between two houses. The characters came and went from and to
their respective houses. There were also street exits, as seen in the Corsini collection of the scenarios.xx Scala’s
scenarios require also a second story/level, or illusion of the second story: often the inamoratas appear “at the
window”.xxi This second story commedia device spread beyond Italy, and Shakespeare used it as well – remember the
famous Juliette on the balcony scene? The examples of the women at the upper-story window can be seen in the
Recueil Fossard engravings and in the Trausnitz frescoes.xxii A character in the window is very useful – it (usually she)
can observe the action below unseen, so it’s a great way to convey the information without a need for yet another
dialogue. She can also provide a focus around which the action on stage will take place.xxiii As most troupes in the SCA
perform without the benefit of a formal commedia stage, the plots are usually written for a single story set. If a
performance venue with a working second level is available, it could be very useful. It doesn’t have to be a formal
house – a hole in the curtain, or a step stool behind the curtain will give the illusion of the second level.
Unseen characters: commedia plots rely on huge amounts of information passed between characters. It would be very
tedious to have the same bit relayed to a bunch of characters one at a time, at the same time, managing the entire cast on
stage is complicated. Unseen characters solve this problem well. As previously mentioned, an inamorata at the window
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can observe unseen the action below, and, for example, find out that her father is trying to may her off to Capitano, and
not Orazio. Alternatively, a character can sneak on stage and overhear the dialogue of others. Fitzpatrick gives a version
of this technique, which he calls “slowsightedness”: the characters enter onstage but are not noticed by the others until
after some critical information piece is mentioned.xxiv For instance, several characters walk in on a single monologuing
character, who thought he/she was alone – this is a great way to overhear the vecchi’s plans or get someone’s
confession.
Repetitions and contrasts: Repetitions and contrasts are the devices which are suggested by the scenario, but are fully
taken advantage of by the actors themselves during the actual performance.
As commedia has many similarities with oral performances, the use of repetition is common. Repetition may involve
verbal exchanges or physical acts. Unlike in the scripted plays, the number of repetitions is not set, and can be
determined by the actors during the performances – this allows for stretching or contracting of the scene, as needed.
This is referred to as the “elastic gag”.xxv It is a period device recorded in early Venetian contrasti, or the disputes
between the master and servant. Contrasti could be either improvised, or composed in advance, in which case they
were full-fledged poems, with master and servant engaging in rhymed wordplay with escalating levels of verbal
violence. Contrasti were used in commedia scenarios, for example, Scala indicated the use of contrasto in Day 32
scenario Li duo finti zingani.xxvi
Repetitions may be verbal, physical (exchange of blows); or the whole scenes may be repeated several times, further
building up the comic tension. It is good to have some kind of a pre-arranged “interrupter” to signal that the scene needs
to move on; otherwise, it will begin to drag. Fitzpatrick refers to it as a “circuit-breaker” or the “end-cue.”xxvii
Repetitions make the actor’s job easier, by providing the framework for improvisation. The pre-patterned framework
and redundancy makes the dialogue between actors more fluid and fluent; at the same time, not repeating the same
memorized text exactly every single time prevents the scene from becoming dry and boring.
The fast pace of commedia is further accentuated by use of contrasts. Plots themselves emphasize the differences
between young and old, masters and servants, men and women. When writing scenarios, remember that the contrasts
contribute to the pace: in addition to the differences built into the characters, as above, vary the moods – happy and
unhappy, hungry and full, brave and cowardly, etc.
Period plausible plot elements: The best way to start getting acquainted with them would be to read period works, as
well as seventeenth-century plays. However, unless the goal is to have as period plausible scenarios as possible, modern
troupes don’t have to limit themselves to period tropes – the TVtropes.org website is a great source of all kinds of
tropes, plot twists, character types.
If you have more actors than seems to be necessary: As commedia is supposed to be a democratic process with no
stars and equal stage time distribution, creating bit roles doesn’t work very well, unless you have actors who prefer a
small role, due to lack of experience, or lack of time to commit to rehearsals. The better way would be to multiply the
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characters. The simplest version of this is the grouping method: create a group of three bumbling zanni, instead of one.
In this case, the actors act as one unit throughout the play, and do similar things in triplicate.
You can increase the numbers of the characters: instead of two male lovers, you can have three different characters of
the same class. This is different from the grouping method, as the lovers will not act as a unit: each character will do
their own thing, but each character will perform only a few functions of the character class. For example, you can
separate the lover character into the sensitive lover, who will play love scenes and monologue about doomed love, and
into a somewhat less sensitive lover, who will hit on servant girls and duel. The third lover can be a bit of both, or play
against the character type, and actually be an obedient son who would love to marry whomever his father chooses. In
the end, all the necessary actions will be carried out, just by more people. This also works very well with servants.
Another version of the same device is to create an almost exact duplicate of the character, one who will divide the
functions and the stage time that would otherwise be taken up by one character. It’s a great device if you want to have
twins in the plot with all the resulting complications. For example, twin Capitanos are carrying out numerous love
intrigues in town and being mistaken for each other by their lovers.
Different functions can be assigned to different character classes, creating a hybrid atypical character. For example,
there can be a courtesan, who pursues male lovers like an inamorata, and treats servants like a vecchio.
If you have fewer actors than seems to be necessary What happens more often in SCA troupes is that there are fewer
than eleven people. The simplest way to deal with this is to cut down the lovers to two, with only one upper-class
marriage in the end. When decreasing the number of servants, it’s helpful to have at least two. This provides for the full
usage of the first and second zanni stereotypes. However, the first/second zanni division is not mandatory, and did not
fully emerge until later – even Scala’s first zanni Pedrolino and second zanni Arlecchino have the features of both. So
it’s allowable to have only one, very overworked servant, who has to carry out everybody’s sometimes contradicting
orders, and deliver all the letters. It is only natural that this servant may become so tired and so resentful, that the letters
might be delivered to the wrong people.
Reducing the cast even further gets tricky. It is great if both Pantalone and Dottore are available, but the play will still
go on if one of them is absent. Let’s assume it’s Dottore, as, conventionally, if you have an old man in the play, it is
Pantalone. Dottore can be away on business, stuck in court, or visiting courtesans on the other end of town, but the
functions of Dottore will be carried on stage, via his verbal or written orders, by the same overworked servant form the
last paragraph. Pantalone will have to rage against a clueless servant, or a piece of paper, but that’s where the
improvization skills come in.
So, now we are down to one old man and one servant. Two lovers are still needed in the plot, however, the same
overworked servant can carry the love notes as well, and it can be that Pantalone is such a strict father that his daughter
Isabella is effectively locked up in the house and never even appears on stage. The male lover will pine after his absent
love, and occasionally read her love notes. In this case, the marriage scene can be amended, and after Pantalone gives
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his agreement to the lovers’ union, the young man will run off-stage to be with his beloved. This can also work with the
cuckolding type scenarios, where Pantalone is a jealous husband of a young wife.
Alternatively, the male lover can be absent, and all the lover functions are done by the inamorata. A romantic
complication is still needed– doesn’t really matter which one, but usually a Capitano will do nicely.
If there are still not enough actors, cross-dressing and disguises are great because they effectively let you have more
characters with the same number of actors. For example, Isabella can pretend to be a man to sneak out of the house, to
spy on her father or her lover, etc. For the duration of her disguise (inamorato, Capitano, servant), she is treated by the
other characters as if she someone else, and she can perform those functions: she can carry letters like a servant,
challenge Capitano to a duel like an inamorato, or challenge the inamorato and run away like a Capitano. If you have a
really feisty Isabella, she can even fight her own duels.
Alternatively, you can have one actor/actress play multiple characters. The famous example would be The Jealousy of
Isabella Scala scenario where, traditionally, one actress plays Isabella and her brother Fabrizio, both end up married at
the end, Isabella to Oratio, and Fabrizio to Flaminia.
And, finally, you can always assign the character different character class functions: if worse comes to worst, Virginio
can carry his own love letters, and plot to prank Pantalone, if there is absolutely no zanni in the play. If you have no old
men, but two inamoratas, one can be the somewhat evil scheming one, and interfere with the marriage plans of the
happy couple. It’s OK to assign cross class functions, as long as you are aware of it: do it too much and the stock
characters, one of the trademarks of commedia will disappear. As plots are defined by relationships between the stock
characters, the plots can become shaky, and hard to follow.
Even though several workarounds are listed above as examples, it is a good idea not to use more that one or two at the
time – there does need to be somebody to act, after all; but, if done right, a very reasonable scenario can be carried out
by five or six people.
When writing a scenario, do bother about being original. It was not appreciated in period, and is a relatively modern
obsession. The framework of commedia should be easily recognizable and consist out of traditional elements and plot
devices. You are not writing a play. It helps to think about it as a chess match – the rules are known in advance, and so
are most of the moves, and the combination of them and how the players use them what counts. Do not bother
reinventing the rules – it makes the actor’s job more difficult and reduces the audience’s enjoyment of recognizing
familiar tropes. If you are trying to construct a period work, use period methods. Borrowing is fine – as long as you are
aware where the material is coming from and you make your best effort to process it and incorporate it into your work
(and, as we no longer live in Renaissance Italy, please reference it).
Please see the CA#172 for the complete bibliography. It is not reproduced here for the sake of saving some trees.
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